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COVID-19, MOCLAM, Church meeting back in building, and the Christian Bookshop   

Life feels almost normal here except for everyone wearing masks everywhere, but the reality is that 
Spain is in the grip of a strong second wave of infections. MOCLAM has started the school year 

strongly with good numbers. Our church met back in the building in a limited way. Jim's volunteer 
work at the CLC Bookshop has started well.  

Life in Spain, at least in our part (Communidad de Valencia), seems almost normal. Schools have started back 
up, shops, bars, restaurants are all open although with restrictions and outdoor seating is used well. The 
streets are busy with traffic. Many churches have started meeting back in their buildings with some limits. 
Those limits remind us that we are no where near back to normal. Everyone wearing masks all the time (even 
when doing sport), should warn us that things are not well in Spain. The second wave of infection is in some 
ways stronger than the first, though the death rate is lower now. We are concerned that the good restart that 
we are experiencing may come to an abrupt end (Madrid City is considering a new lock down). Please continue 
to keep us in your prayers that we may now how to best live life in times of crisis. 

Give thanks for: 
• schools, teachers & admin that so far remain open and our children enjoying their classes 
• the MOCLAM students and growth that comes from studying God's Word 

• Church meeting back face to face as well as being streamed by Zoom and Facebook 

• Jim's opportunity to volunteer at the Christian bookshop in Valencia & Damien the manager 

 

Please ask for: 
• schools to remain open & infection rates to go down, wise decisions for everyone, especially those in charge  

• God's continued blessing through the MOCLAM courses, that students & we would be diligent  

• Church be able to continue meeting in the building & for church family members on the fringe 

• the Christian bookshop to be used by God for kingdom growth, for a wider impact & reach 
• protection & an end to COVID; wisdom to live life in times of crisis 
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We didn't expect to find a Christian Bookshop close by in our area; Russafa. The area is like Newtown or Brunswick (apologies for the 
local Australian references but hopefully you will get the picture). It is close to the centre of the city, older buildings, lots of cafes, 
restaurants, second hand clothing shops, bookshops and a great Market. Tucked a street away from the Market is the Centre de Liter-
atura Cristiana. Jim has started to volunteer there on Monday mornings coming in with low expectations, but so far it has been great! 
The idea was to help a local ministry, get immersed in an activity to learn language & culture, (listening & observing things like what 
books are being bought and sold, types of customers), and maybe having a chance to chat in Spanish. All of which has happened and 
more! Damien the manager brought me into a conversation this week with an older man about our salvation and whether it can be 
lost, (a bit above my pay grade at the moment for my language level, but I thought that at least Damien must think I have something 
to say)...Damien has been very supportive of MOCLAM and is allowing us to advertise the course at the bookshop. One of our new 
students has come out of this opportunity. It would be great to see the shop's influence expand (see photo on the front page).  

And let us consider how to spur one another on to love and good deeds. Let us not neglect 
meeting together, as some have made a habit, but let us encourage one another, and all the 

more as you see the Day approaching 
Hebrews 10 verses 24 & 25 (BSB) 

During the  
quarantine... 

 
What have you 

lost? 
What have you 

gained?  

MOCLAM has started strongly in September; the new school year. We have good numbers of students, many are continuing students, 
but some are new. This first semester we are teaching New Testament 1, along with Creation to New Creation for the new students. 
We have also had some inquiries from former students who have not completed their subjects and would like to re-enrol or re-start 
their studies with MOCLAM. Over all we are encouraged but also conscious that there is an increasing demand on our limited re-
sources. The photo below is one of the NT1 classes Tanja teaches at Tania Snowdon's house with lovely young women from Valencia.  

Many of us around the world would have had a similar feeling to what we had here in Valencia two Sundays ago when we were able  
to meet face to face (wearing masks!) back in our building after 6 months not seeing each other. There were limits to the meeting, as 
you can imagine but we were able to at least see us face to face and even sing together (wearing masks!). The church building is very 
narrow, one pew wide, so each pew sat two, one on either end (wearing masks!), or a family if they fit. As many churches we did the 
hybrid; face to face, livestream & Zoom recording that was later put up on Facebook. Most people were able to gather one way or the 
other, but maybe not everyone ... (see photo below) We are thankful that we can do Sunday School outside in a near by park since it 
would be too small otherwise...  
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